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What is a Climate Action Team 
(CAT) and how is it different?



Climate Action Teams (CATs): 
working together to accelerate mitigation
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Climate ActionTeams: key features

1. Results-based
2. Large scale

1. National - Multi-sectoral
2. Long term
Supports any actions and policies needed for 
transformational change

3. Multiple partner countries who pool demand 
and technical support

4. Strong relationships supported by institutions–
not just commercial

5. Develop in collaboration with investor 
community to mobilize clean investment





How is a CAT different from CDM?
Economy-wide reductions:  not project

– Transformational; credible; no duplication of monitoring 
effort

Reductions beyond host’s own contribution to 
global mitigation

– ‘ambitious’ national baseline

Multiple partners to provide durability and support 
deep reductions

Unlike ‘international carbon markets’ CATs 
recognize that effective cooperation is about more 
than cash.



REDD within a CAT
What is the added value of a multi-sectoral approach?  

1. Protects hosts and partners
a. Avoid risk of over-selling 

relative to mitigation at a national scale

b. Pool sector mitigation risk
from sector-specific emissions shocks that affect ITMO 
production and supply

2. Increases investor confidence 
in host country’s plans to decarbonize – and hence 
government’s commitment to providing a supportive 
environment for forest protection and clean investment.



Modelling to support a CAT



Creating Credible Credits through a CAT in Chile
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Why do modelling?

1. Create an informed plan for decarbonization
what actions, policies and investments are needed? 
what could a partner support in non-financial ways?

2. Choose a crediting baseline with appropriate 
ambition

3. Demonstrate potential for accelerated 
mitigation

4. Inform discussions on pricing of credits



Preliminary results for Chile 
(Catholic University of Chile team)

Mitigation scenarios

Current Policies 
(CP)

Intermediate Mitigation 
(IM)

Accelerated Mitigation 
(AM)

Expected 
emissions under 
current regulation 

and incentives 
(12 Measures)

Considers the 
implementation of all 
mitigation measures 

analyzed to develop the 
NDC commitment

(41 measures)

Considers enhanced 
mitigation measures in 
order to overachieve 
the Carbon Budget

(60 measures)



Preliminary results for Chile 
(Catholic University of Chile team)

Mitigation scenarios

Current Policies 
(CP)

Intermediate Mitigation 
(IM)

Accelerated 
Mitigation (AM)

Chile could potentially produce a surplus of 177million tonnes



Not selling ‘low hanging fruit’ 
– NDC is a credible baseline

NDC

marginal cost is at least 
US$50



Building a community of modelers 
among hosts and partners 
Why?

– Better modelling by sharing experience and code
– Local expertise to inform and use models
– Transparency to build the trust necessary for credible and 

effective cooperation

How?
Open-source modelling
Meetings across countries among modelers, and among users of 
models
Creation of a network of modelers:  review, common tools, 
exchanges…?

Initial countries:  
China, India, Chile, Colombia, New Zealand, US, … 
Bangladesh, Thailand, Kenya?



How do you “nest” REDD+ into a 
CAT?



What happens to the NDC (and CAT) when REDD 
credits are sold internationally?
What is the real cost of creating REDD credits?



Moving from REDD+ to a CAT
Pre-conditions

Host country has: 
– a clearly defined-economy-wide NDC and commitment to decarbonization;
– an adequate national inventory system; and
– a baseline for the REDD sector, e.g. ART-Trees

Structure

The REDD sector receives credits only if the CAT baseline is met.  The minimum of
a. the number of REDD credits above the REDD baseline, and
b. the number of credits above the CAT baseline

Implications

Host is more likely to meet NDC and sell CAT credits

There may be fewer credits to sell internationally from REDD+

Credits will be more valuable – no double counting.  Can be sold as ITMOs not 
voluntary market

Host may attract more clean investment and mitigation support



Key questions
What does the host need to do to meet the pre-
conditions?
How much risk is there of meeting the REDD 
baseline but not the CAT baseline?

Is there a down-side for the REDD sector?

Would you want to change the REDD+ baseline?
How could you use a CAT to get greater value for 
the REDD sector?

– Technical assistance
– Higher value for credits
– Political support for more effective REDD+ policies
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Total emissions of the LULUCF sector in three different scenarios in the
period 2020-2030


